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Mole Moreschi is a relatively new company
that has grown out of a long established family
firm producing grinding and milling tools. The
company’s young management team has fixed
its sights on future success and has wasted
no time in implementing strategies that will do
justice to the expertise acquired in the past 
by making Mole Moreschi a high profile
partner for machine constructors and
glassworks worldwide. Glass Technology
International talked to co-owner and R&D 
head Marco Moreschi about the extent of the
changes currently underway in his company.
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The workforce varies from 25-30 opera-
tives, depending on production needs, while all
other aspects of the company are handled by a
six-man team: Luca Moreschi acts as Sales
Manager, Marco Moreschi handles the Research
and Development side; Fiorella Fornari is in
charge of administration, while Barbara Dona
is in charge of the international office and Ste-
fania Cere deals with Italian sales. The production
manager is Renzo Reda.       

As is to be expected with a compact company
focussed on process technology, external con-
tractors are a significant part of the production
picture. Moreschi stressed that the company
only uses the most specialized engineering
companies who work in a spirit of true partnership
with Mole Moreschi.  

PRODUCTION
When asked about the company’s flagship

products Moreschi listed four main ranges
which are providing particularly satisfying
results: resin cup grinding and bevelling wheels;
metal alloy cup wheels; milling and drilling tools
for both work centres and drilling machines; plus
peripheral bilateral grinding wheels. The com-
pany’s customers include both important machine

espite Mole Moreschi’s
solid foundations and tra-

dition in the production of
diamond grinding and milling tools,
Research and Development head
Marco Moreschi does not like to
make too much of this continuity:
“ A company that wants to get ahead
and keep pace with technological
developments can’t hope to build on
the past,” he explained, striking a
keynote of the company’s philoso-
phy: awareness of breaking mar-
ket trends, satisfying the evolving
needs of customers and respond-
ing with cutting edge solutions. 

He talked to Glass Technology
International about the strategies
the company has recently imple-
mented to achieve these objectives.
These include a radical overhaul
of process technology within the
company; a policy of greater visi-
bility at distribution end and the
decision to stand out from the crowd
of machine tools available on the market by ensur-
ing that all the company products carry the
Mole Moreschi trademark, which it aims to
make a synonym of quality and reliability, the
sign of a trusted partner who can supply con-
sistently high-quality materials. 

THE COMPANY
Although the company is relatively young,

it is the offshoot of a long tradition in the sec-
tor. Mole Moreschi is a family firm that has grown
out of unlimited partnership with companies head-
ed by successive generations of the Moreschis.
Originally, the company operated in two distinct
sectors: moulding plastics and producing dia-
mond tools. Since then the two types of pro-
duction have gone their separate ways and are
handled by two distinct companies. The latest
stage of the company’s evolution is the limit-
ed company Mole Moreschi, which has been pro-
ducing grinding wheels and milling machines
for over 60 years.

The company is located in San Lazzaro,
about 20 kilometres east of Bologna, in the
direction of Imola, an area conveniently situated
for access to Italy’s central motorway hub and
main arterial roads. 
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that company is firmly committed to ensuring
that the customers requiring customized solu-
tions can also expect to take delivery of their
orders in reasonably brief periods. “Thanks to
our newly-organized production process, we
can now deliver special orders within two
weeks, whereas previous delivery times were
considerably longer,” Moreschi claims.

All-round flexibility 
All this spells flexibility, a concept which

is very close to the company’s heart. Moreschi
explained the underlying reason for the onus
on adaptability: “ Our customers are no different
from ourselves, they are continually evolving,

and evolution brings with it the
need for refinements and ever

more specialized perform-
ances to help them satisfy
their customers. We are
increasingly called on to
work to levels of relia-
bility and quality that
go beyond the normal
threshold of standard pro-
duction, and to ensure
consistent quality.” If

providing an
adequate level
of technology is
an important
element in cus-
tomer satisfac-
tion, Moreschi
also pointed out
that a company

constructors and major glassworks, as well as
some machine manufacturers with whom the
company works in parthership.

Versatile production
Moreschi also proudly pointed out that it has

produced 75,000 articles for the glass sector.
He stressed that commitment to developing and
fine tuning products is an ongoing feature of
the company’s production, whereby the stan-
dard range is continuously integrated with
new products that are gradually replacing old-
er ones. In addition, besides the company’s stan-
dard production range of grinding wheels and
milling tools, it prides itself on the ability to
respond to customers’ special needs with tai-
lor-made solutions that take into account the
nature of the customer’s machinery and mate-
rial to be worked. 

Special products
Even though such products are marginal in

terms of overall production, the philosophy
remains the same. Providing technological
solutions to solve specific problems is fun-
damental, but only half of the battle. The
greater the specific technology required for a
solution, the harder the supply and the more cru-
cial delivery speed becomes. Moreschi explained
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must get used to operat-
ing in a situation of con-
tinuous change, which
necessitates the unflag-
ging search for enhanced
performance both from
new combinations of syn-
thetic diamond and bond-
ing materials and research
into the technology of the
mechanical components. 

Machine fleet
To help it do this, the

company has built up 
a very young fleet of 
production machines.
Moreschi also stressed
that, aside from the more
traditional lathe-type
machines, the plants were constantly updated
throughout their working lives with new elec-
tronic or mechanical grafts, which are often cus-
tom-made by the company itself. 

INTERNAL ORGANIZATION
Equally, if not more important, is the recent

reorganization within the company. This has
entailed updating the technology of the pro-
duction process itself, combined with studies
of all company operations in a drive to stream-
line and maximize over-
all flexibility. Once
again Moreschi
referred to total
production figures
in excess of
75,000 articles. “If
we have been able
to produce

that many, and all the vari-
eties that number includes,
this is due to the efficient
organization of all process-
es within the company,
which ensures that the
company can handle a
wide variety of orders and
deliver on time.” This
reorganization is the fruit
of a concerted effort
between the management
and its partners and
process consultants, who
are still helping to pin-
point areas where there
is room for ongoing
improvement in response
to the evolving market. 

Production capacity
In the wake of these improvements, Moreschi

claims that in 2000-2001 production capacity
rose by 25 per cent on the preceding year. 

The company expects to gain a further 10 per
cent production capacity by the end of 2002. He
also explained that full advantage of these gains
would only be felt if the company gets the most
from its sales force and commercial outlets.

Increased visibility   
Here, too, the company has embarked on a

policy that is meant to
enhance its impact and
image at the outlet end.
Moreschi went on to
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explain that another important strategy was the
drive for increased visibility and customer
fidelity. The underlying problem for some
time has been that some sales outlets did not
provide any kind of promotional service.
“Often, our products were selling, but we had
no clear idea of why they were selling well in
particular areas.” At present, the company is
trying to rectify this situation by increasing over-
all knowledge about the identity of the end pur-
chaser and the reasons behind the choice of
Moreschi products.

Brand name  
The above situation was not helped by the fact

that many Moreschi products were distributed
and sold without the company’s trademark:
distributors or dealers would often buy the
product and then sell it under their own trade-
mark. The company has decided to take action
at this level, too: at the beginning of the year the
decision was taken to use its own trademark,
except in one or two exceptional circumstances. 

It is hoped that this policy will increase cus-
tomers’ awareness of what they are buying. In
this sense, the brand name is a sign of the com-
pany’s commitment to quality, and the con-
viction is that customers will appreciate this dec-

laration of responsibilityvis-à-vis product qual-
ity. Naturally, behind this move, there is the con-
fidence that Moreschi products will stand up to
professional scrutiny and compare favourably
with competing products. The company is also
convinced that this move will pay dividends in
terms of customer fidelity, especially in a sit-
uation where, with so many anonymous prod-
ucts, users are often hard pushed to find iden-
tical replacement products and have equal dif-
ficulty in associating one particular product
with certain performance levels related to a
certain price.     

Technical information
Although such products do not require man-

uals or technical staff to take care of installa-
tion, the thorough approach to customer satis-
faction is equally reflected in the provisions of
complete written or graphic information meant
to help retailers and customers get the most
from the tools. Great care is taken to provide
exhaustive explanations on how to make opti-
mal use of each tool and these explanations
are also based on trials and tests conducted by
the company during the development stage.

Certification
In view of the above strategies, it comes as

no surprise to learn that the company is also on
course for certification. Having restruc-

tured all company production sys-
tems so as to ensure the total

consistency, certification is a
logical step. Moreschi
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explained that the company is thinking par-
ticularly in terms of Vision 2000 certification:
“ISO 9000 certification is, of course, fundamental
because it certifies that certain working process-
es have been followed and, as such, is the first
step. However, it does not certify the consistency
of certain technological parameters. We are
ultimately thinking in terms of Vision 2000,
because it specifically assesses whether a prod-
uct conforms to certain parameters which are
realistically established on the basis of the
final application of the system. As our aim is
to produce tools that maintain their technical
characteristics for their entire life cycle, we are
gearing for this kind of certification.” The
company is planning to acquire Vision 2000 cer-
tification by the end of next year.

MARKETS
15 per cent of production is released onto the

domestic market. Initially, the company oper-
ated in a fairly restricted area, but with increased
representation and distribution nationwide, it
expects greater penetration of the home mar-
ket. It is as yet uncertain whether the home mar-
ket will account for an increasing share of
overall production because gains are also
expected on foreign markets. However, Moreschi
was confident that there would be an increase
in the volume of national business.

Exports account for the remaining 85 per cent
of total production and involve a fairly wide
spectrum of product types, but are not con-
centrated in specific geographical areas. The
company claims to regularly export to as

many as 58 countries worldwide, while it
exports on a less regular basis to a number of
other countries where, in the absence of a
sales force, it relies on local dealers or sells
direct to glassworks.    

FAIRS   
Those readers who want meet the Moreschi

management team and view its products will
find the company at the two main European
fairs: Milan’s Vitrum, in northern Italy, and
Glasstec in Düsseldorf, Germany. The company
also visits other fairs attended by their dis-
tributors. Moreschi further revealed that Mole
Moreschi is part of the newly constituted
Marco Polo Group, formed by various dis-
tribution companies, which will be present
in Asia at China Glass and at the Singapore fair.
The group comprises non-competing compa-
nies with the shared aim of increasing and
improving distribution in Asia and improving
their knowledge of the market and its trends.
Similar initiatives with other companies are
planned for the near future for other areas of
the world.  ■
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